
The rise of Generative AI
And what does it mean for NuFund and other VCs?



Who Am I ?

● Born and raised in France, in the US since 2012 
● Engineering degree (CS) + Ph.D in neuroscience
● 10 years AI & robotics, leading Brain Corp’s Software (100 people) 
● Developed and deployed 20’000+ autonomous mobile robots in 

retails environment 
● Recently transitioned from automation to mental wellness

“AI, can be harnessed to foster authentic human connections and empathy, 
revitalizing communities in the process.”
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What is Generative AI?

Prompt: “young female soul portrait, person, 
real, smeared mascara, raining, smoky 
room, smoke, 100mm, f 1.2”

Image generation (midjourney)
Music generation
https://google-research.github.io/seanet/musiclm/examples/

Text to Video Generation

https://google-research.github.io/seanet/musiclm/examples/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=30epFM6Vb0s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwEwWYANsEY


Large Language Models (e.g. GPT)

   GPT-4   
1-100 trillions

1,000,000,000,000
-

100,000,000,000,000





How Generative AI works: basic concepts

Machine Learning Neural Networks

A subset of AI that enables computers to learn from 
data and improve over time. Computational models inspired by the 

human brain.

Providing labeled 
input-output pairs to 

the algorithm.

Learns patterns 
from raw, unlabeled 

data.

Learning through 
trial and error, 

receiving feedback



The transformer networks (Attention is All You Need !)



The training process
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How  I have been using ChatGPT in my day to day?

ME

Idea Generation &
 Brainstorming

Drafting and Editing contents (Blog 
post, Surveys, EULA, grant proposals)

Support decision Making Prototyping solutions

Market research & 
analysis

Smart assistant (Meeting notes, 
Drafting email, etc.)

A few examples



Prepare a meeting for NuFund

“I need to prepare a meeting for the NuFund investing group, where I am scheduled to present to the 
group the rise of generative AI such as large language models like GPT4. This is a 20 minutes 
presentation followed by 10 minutes of questions at the end. 
[....]

In the last topic, we should talk about how this is going to impact the investing community, and in 
particular investing in early stage companies. 

Let's first give the outline of the presentation, and then we will dive deeper into the content. Remember 
that my audience has expertise in many different fields and may or may not have the background in 
AI. We should make sure the presentation is tailored for the entire audience (all of the partners are 
angel investors).”





Summarization (from a meeting transcript)



Drafting and Editing contents (e.g. Blog post) 
Prompt: “I want you to act as a fancy blog post writer, providing me with unique and interesting content. you should generate captivating, grammatically correct, and 
easy to read content that is appropriate for. Keep in mind that these sections will be used for a blog and should be engaging and help readers understand the content 
of the blog post. Also keep in mind that I am writing content for my startup (Serene). Serene is a health technology company dedicated to supporting teenage girls 
facing mental distress. Our mission is to make a meaningful impact and transform the lives of millions of teenage girls who are struggling. The topic for today is how I 
decided to leave a High-Paying AI Career in AI and automation to Tackle Teen Mental Health to focus on helping people with mental health. …. … “



Brainstorming (e.g., exploring business structures)  
Prompt: “..... I would like to set up two structures so that I can apply to both grants that are specific to non profit, and grants who are specific to for profit (e..g. SBIR). 
Can you help me define how I can separate the business into two different entities, and what should be their respective role and responsibilities ? “

To apply for both non-profit and for-profit grants, you can set up two separate entities with distinct roles and responsibilities. Here's a suggestion on how to structure the two entities:
1. Serene Health Foundation (Non-profit entity)
2. Serene Health Technologies Inc. (For-profit entity)

Roles and Responsibilities:

1. Serene Health Foundation (Non-profit entity):
a. Mission: Focus on providing support and resources to teenage girls facing mental distress through community-driven programs, mentorship, and education.
b. Responsibilities:
● Develop and manage community outreach programs, like The Village - Big Sister and The Village - Teacher.
● Collaborate with schools, community centers, and local organizations to promote mental health awareness and support for teenage girls.
● Fundraise and apply for non-profit grants to support the foundation's programs and initiatives.
● Coordinate with Serene Health Technologies Inc. to develop and implement technology solutions that benefit the target demographic.
● Provide guidance and feedback on the development of technology solutions to ensure they align with the foundation's mission.

2. Serene Health Technologies Inc. (For-profit entity):
a. Mission: Develop and commercialize innovative technology solutions to improve mental health outcomes for teenage girls.
b. Responsibilities:
● Develop and maintain technology products, such as The Village - Video Journaling app and other future apps or tools.
● Apply for for-profit grants (e.g., SBIR) to support the research, development, and commercialization of technology solutions.
● Collaborate with Serene Health Foundation to understand the needs of the target demographic and ensure the technology solutions cater to their requirements.
● Handle the business aspects of the technology solutions, including marketing, sales, and customer support.
● Use profits to reinvest in research and development, as well as support the non-profit entity's mission and programs.

By structuring your business in this way, you can apply for grants specific to each entity type while maintaining a clear distinction between the non-profit and for-profit aspects of your 
business. Additionally, this structure encourages collaboration between the two entities, ensuring that the overall mission is supported and the target demographic is served effectively.



Prototyping Solutions



http://drive.google.com/file/d/1TFLXQgfcoCJ1SqpBE4LpkHoAT0kZRHZ3/view


Impact on the Investing Community

A. How generative AI can enhance or disrupt business models

B. Risks and ethical considerations

C. For Angel investors and VCs: 

● The role of generative AI in the due diligence process
● Identifying new investment opportunities

D. My personal thoughts

● Platforms may not be as valuable as before
● 5 years of technology advancement might happen much faster than we think
● Org structure of a startup will look different: What is the new set of skills that entrepreneurs need to 

have ? 


